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Funny game show answers wheel of fortune

Since it hit the air in 1975, Wheel of Fortune has become one of the most beloved sports shows of all time. But it's not just big wins that keep viewers coming back for more — in many cases, the major blunders made by the contestants are far more fun to see. Instead of over 40 years to see the game's value highlights and wins, instead, we've compiled the
25 most hilarious wrong wheel of Fortune answers, each one sure to crack you. And if you like game shows, you'll love the 30 funniest game show moments of all time. This contestant should be an impressive aquarium at home, the idea he responded with fish love when the actual answer was the wish list. For more TV hilarity, check out the 30 funniest
reality show moments of all time. Having a certain sound in your mind when trying to solve a puzzle can be your downfall, as evidenced by this man, who guessed that the answer to this puzzle was, among other things, magic fand, rather than the magic wand. When guessing things alive, Honeysick Bush is a better choice than this woman's popsickle bike.
And if you think that's hilarious, you'll love the 30 funniest Sitcom jokes of all time. We've all heard of self-portraits, but this contestant's hilarious correct answer here was reassuring self-potato. We certainly know a song that goes surf city, here we come, but one with the song, Surf Clay, where we go, is not as familiar as this guy guessed. One of the most
common ways of Fortune competitors to mess up the wheel is by forgetting to read what's on board, as was the case with this guy, who guessed that was resolved here, believing it. The real answer? It's hard to believe. Even those who have never taken public transport could probably think that the elevator train platform was not the answer to this
conundrum. For those scratching their heads, the actual answer is the elevated train platform. And when you want to crack something else, check out these 40 facts so strange that they're hard to believe. The man clearly had more nefarious intentions in mind when he declared that a group of bullet pushers - not a group of well-wishers - had the answer here.
Only the funny thing from a contestant is Marvin The Magician rather than the two contestants of Marilyn Wizard that is responding to the same wrong thing, back-to-back. According to this lady, Johnny Cash famously sang, I have wine, no, I walk the line. Sometimes, wheel of fortune contestants clearly know the answer to a puzzle, but their brains just can't
catch up. Case in point: This guy, who guessed that the answer to this puzzle was Superman and Spider-Woman instead of Superman and Wonder Woman. This man, who guessed miners and hoes rather than fingers and fingers clearly has some unfounded views about how mining work is done. While the stars in the night sky seem like the obvious answer
here, this woman seemed to believe that the right way to start was an equally popular of phrase. We don't know what's worse: the fact that this woman's guess was that the answer to this conundrum was an ugly kid rather than an only child, or the fact that she's a school teacher. Good news? This contestant completely solved the puzzle. Bad news? He
thinks that the dance mentioned in this puzzle is called flamingo rather than flamenco, thus losing the round. We've heard of Tennessee Williams' famous one named Streetcar Desire, but a Streetcar naked wish, as this guy responded, isn't on our radar. Arizona's painted desert is a great place to visit on vacation. Edgy Desert is a good way to lose yourself a
lot of money on the wheel of fortune. Spelling words correctly battle halfway over the wheel of fortune, which this woman instead of asking for an X-special nightclub then made to cringe-worthy magic. The seven dwarfs are typically listed as Dopey, Grumpy, Doctor, Demure, Happy, Sneezing, and Sleep, but this contestant was convinced there's also a
Sneeky on that list. When referring to the Girl Scouts, the usual vocabulary is the army, not the group, something this wheel of fortune contestant found the hard way out. This woman, who guessed my shore excursion instead of boozing up the booking, seems to have a good handle on how to enjoy a holiday. This guy probably played a considerable amount
of hooky during the English class, considering that he guessed the letter C to solve this puzzle — the answer being it's my turn to play hooky — rather than clearly k the correct letter. Despite what this man would have guessed, styrofoam cups are much more common than styrofoam hats. We're not sure what kind of planes this guy rides, but we've certainly
never heard a pilot tell us, sit back and enjoy the night instead of sit back and enjoy the flight. Those animals climbing mountains are commonly referred to as mountain goats, not mountain boats, as this woman misest guessed. For more chances to crack, these 75 jokes that enjoy so bad they're really funny. To discover more amazing secrets about living
your best life, click here to sign up for our free daily newsletter! Wheel of Fortune is perhaps the most iconic game show ever aired on television, currently in more than 6,000 episodes, Wheel is the longest-running syndicated game show in the United States. The rules of the game are quite simple, the main challenge is the hangman's game, where people
have to guess different phrases by picking up letters. Sounds too easy it isn't? Well, not always. Especially, when your mind fills gaps with some funny letters and also make funny answers. The Wheel of Twitter page Fortune Answers picked up on this mind-trick event and has dished out some of the funniest answers. It doesn't matter if the answers don't
actually follow the prescribed rules, they're hilarious! Scroll down to see for yourself and don't forget to comment and vote for your favorites. much Twitter If you're a wheel watcher, then Know that from time to time there are some really stupid answers at the Wheel of Fortune. Sure, nerves can get the best of you when you're on TV, but cell phone charters?
Exclusive nightclubs? The funniest wheel of Fortune FAILs are answers that are really dumb, not brain farts or slips of tongues that we see from nervous competitors. You can vote for what you believe to be the best wheel of Fortune FL of all time, but honestly these videos are really funny. Some of the stupid wheel of fortune answers come when the whole
phrase is spelled out, and the contestant just has to read the answer aloud. Just ask Indiana University student Julian Batts, who in 2014 mispronounced the puzzle saying the legendary hero named the Warriors as Achilles is a chill. The mistake ended up costing him a million dollars, with words like his face being all over YouTube stupid and dumb. Photo:..
More a competitor at Wheel of Fortune seems a risk when attempting to solve a puzzle, costing himself the cost of the game and tens of thousands of dollars. Mary Leo won $13,950 during the game — but lost a shot at even more after she tried to solve the puzzle the wrong way -----ung-a-. Fortune Puzzle cost contestant Mary Leo a risky and sexual guess
for a wheel of chance at $45,000Credit: What are you doing to fit into the YouTube puzzle category? In a video from the show, letters R, S, T, L, N and E were given to help Leo fill some blanks. He then guessed the letters G, M, F and A. With only three characters filled in, Pat Sajak, the show's host, said it would be nothing short of miraculous if Leo solved
the puzzle. Leo attempted to solve it as the clock ticked down. Chasing the tail? Leo guessed, fearing as the timer wound up for his final seconds. No, she said immediately afterwards, laughing. Leo guessed 'chasing the tail', but the correct answer was 'kicking back' Credit: YouTube host Pat Sashak mimed zipping and locking his lips after the wrong
guessCredit: The YouTube buzzer rang, indicating he had guessed incorrectly. As a family show — with the word in the title, seems to be a risque conundrum if it had been corrected. Unfortunately for Leo, though, the correct answer was kicking back. Sajak mimed the action of zipping his lips, locking them, and throwing away a key after he finds her cheeky.
Viewers laughed at the miscalciture and sajeant's reaction. While it may be humorous to some, unfortunately for Leo, the wrong guess costs him a shot at $45,0, Yahoo Entertainment reported. Social media users found humour in Leo's estimation. One user wrote, This woman just #WheelOfFortune !!! Guessed chasing the tail on. PatSajak was almost a
stroke. Vid of Ahmaud Arbery suspect 'covered in blood' saying he 'shot a man stabbed husband' wife and sister-in-law to protect them from Covid fired 'worker' before turning gun on himself kills ex-owner and his son , 2, Handguned up and shoots herself as mum fed sister in next room 'mother who filmed herself abusing girl, 5, 20 years prison vocabulary
the moment the woman throws the dog from the second floor balcony in front of police another user wrote: Chasing the tail is one of the wrong projections on my all-time favorite #WheelOfFortune. One user said, Best final wrong answer. Supporting the woman who just anticipated the final @WheelofFortunepuzzle was 'chasing the tail!!! one user wrote!!! ।
Do you have a story for the US Sun team? Email us on exclusive@the-sun.com or call 212 416 4552. 4552.
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